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Date: 20 August 2016 at 3:52 PM
To: Sofia Björkman PLATINA sofia@platina.se

Hi Sofia

Hope you have had a wonderful summer break, and that things are progressing well as you move into your exciting new gallery 
space!

Apologies for the long email, but I wanted to make contact with you to let you know my thoughts on work for the upcoming 
Handshake show (I'll need to put works in the post for you soon, in order for it to arrive with you before 09 September deadline). Let 
me know if you would prefer to talk directly to me about this eg, via Skype.

My intention is to continue exploring themes related to my On the Origin of Species framework where I am using a "pseudo-scientific 
methodology adapting elements of biological evolutionary theory to develop a new body of work " .

In the first iteration of this work (for the Objectspace show) I looked at the evolution of a body of work following a make-remake 
process, including what happens to the direction of the work when external forces (in this case Ruudt) come into play - I (the artist) 
and the work I produce, gets sent off down a divergent path that I may not otherwise have taken. You can read more about this 
through my blog entries. In the Objectspace show I presented a large selection of the works on a 6 metre long trestle table so that 
the audience could follow the developments from one work to the next.

For Platina I am curious about what happens when works get released into a new environment and which individual works survive 
and which (because they are not so well adapted to their new environment) may be destined to become endangered/extinct 
(survival of the fittest). 

One of my recent blog entries discusses this idea in a creative context...

The sword in the stone

In a biological setting, environmental influences and a species ability to adapt are major factors in its ongoing survival. In a creative 

setting, what forces have (or should have) the biggest influence on a work or its offspring finding a niche and enduring in this world? 

And from where do these forces originate? Of the collector, the critic, the curator, the educator, the gallerist, the maker, the mentor, 

the viewer, the wearer, the writer – who would draw the sword from the stone?

In order to explore this I propose the following:

1. To send you a collection of pieces - all the works from Objectspace, plus some new ones (more variations on the black shadow 

pieces including a neckpiece, brooch and cuff) that I have made since - these are all the species vying for survival

2. To get you to select the pieces for exhibition - these are the ones that survive in the Platina environment 

3. To interview you after the fact to learn more about your decision processes - to understand more about the environmental forces 

at play

Another avenue (if the works are sale) that I could also explore is that of the buyer (if there are any). They present another key 

factor in a works survival, along with the environment it will inhabit next, and how well it survives there. Options (if they are willing) 

could include:

getting them to explain what drew them to the piece (documented by the gallerist or by the buyer through a questionnaire), 

and/or

getting them to send me a photograph of the piece in its new habitat

I want to keep it relatively simple and low impact on you, so if points 1-3 seem more manageable then very happy to limit it to that 

too.

The results of this experiment may then influence the direction that the work takes next. It may also be that post-Sweden I run a 

similar exercise(s) in different gallery environments here in New Zealand. To see what variations emerge.

I've attached a few images of some of the works I would be looking to send (there are more). I am also in the process of producing 

an artist book based on the first iteration of this Origins project (design by Sarah Maxey, and essay by Gregory O'Brien) which will 

accompany the work to Sweden.

Look forward to getting your response, and very happy to Skype at a time that suits if that would help/be easier!

Amelia


